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REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING 
Central Washington University 
November 29, 1989 
Presiding Officer: Beverly Heckart 
Sue Tirotta Recording Secretary: 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLL CALL 
Senators: All Senators or their Alternates were present except Cloninger, 8azz~l]i 
Mcinelly and Youngblood. 
Visitors: Phil Backlund, Anne Denman, Don Schl"iesman, Warren Schultz and Catherine 
Sands. 
CHANGES TO AGENDA 
None 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
*MOTION NO. 2710 Owen Pratz moved and Betty Evans seconded a motion to approve the 
minutes of the November 15, 1989 Faculty Senate meeting as distributed. Motion 
passed. 
COMMUNICATIONS 
None 
REPORTS 
1. CURRICULUM COMMITTEE 
-Warren Street notified the Senate that in order for proposed curriculum changes 
to be included in the 1991-93 University Catalog, the appropriate change forms 
must be accurately completed and received by the Dean of Undergraduate (or 
Graduate) Studies no later than May 1, 1990. 
*MOTION NO. 2711 Warren Street moved approval of University Curriculum Committee 
pages 1024-1025 with the following changes: 
-UCC Page 1024: Proposed Bilingual Education Minor, Under "Courses," 1) change 
ED 418, Educational Linguistics, to read ED 418, Reading and Linguistics; 2) 
change credits for ED 418 from 5 to 3; 3) change credits for ED 433 from 3 to 5. 
-ucc Page 1025: LES 303 Course AdditTon, 1) change title from "Community Program 
Assessment" to "Community Program Assessment for Leisure Services;" and 2) add 
"prerequisite LES 201." 
-ucc Page 1025: LES 383 Course Addition, add "prerequisite LES 201 or permission 
of instructor." 
Motion passed. 
PAGE 
1024 
1025 
1025 
1025 
Bilingual Education Minor/Elementary 
Military Science Minor 
LES 303 
LES 383 
2. ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
Program Change 
Program Change 
Course Addition 
Course Addition 
Chair Heckart reminded the Senate to focus on substance in discussion 
of the proposed motions and to write out suggestions for editing and give them 
to Ken Hammond privately. She added that time limits for discussion of each 
motion were printed in the margin of the agenda and votes would be taken on each 
section as a whole after discussion. 
Ken Hammond reported that in light of comments received at the 
November 15, 1989 faculty forum on the proposed five year goals, the Academic 
Affairs Committee sees a need for substantial revision of the draft (distributed 
by Bob Brown November 8, 1989) to give it a more academic focus, to make the 
format clear, and to eliminate some of the many vague and ambiguous phrases and 
words. 
*'* * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Rationale: The intention is to place the emphasis of an academic and University 
plan on the work of the faculty. It is not an institution that is excellent or 
not excellent, it is the faculty as individuals or acting cooperatively who are 
or are not excellent. 
MOTION NO. 2712 Ken Hammond moved that a new section be added to the draft 
goals as follows: 
THE ULTIMATE ACADEMIC GOAL 
GOAL: To develop and nourish a colleglaJ , mutually supportive environment 
designed to encourage, allow, stimulate, support and recognize professional 
excellence in teaching, research, artistic expression and public and 
professional service. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Employ the most highly qualified faculty that can be attracted to CWU. 
B. Pr ovide administrative, clerical, material and physical support for the 
faculty. 
C. Guide the fiscal planning and budgeting processes so they are responsive 
to the needs of facultr in the academic programs. 
D. Devise student recruitment and retention programs so as to be responsive 
to the opportunities ptesented by offerings in academic programs. 
E. Structure the reward system to be responsible to academic excellence and 
to cooperative efforts among faculty. 
F. Provide encouragement and support for faculty growth and development 
within departments and within the total university. 
OUTCOMES: The goal is achieved. 
Some Senators objected to the implied focus placed on faculty over 
students, administration and staff. Ken Hammond responded that a qualified, 
willing faculty is the single irreducible factor of the university. He added 
that this motion is an attempt to correct the lack of a goals hierarchy in the 
original document. 
*MOTION NO. 2713 Barry Donahue moved and Warren Street seconded a motion to 
move the strategies under "The Ultimate Academic Goal" to the section on 
"Faculty Growth and Development" to be discussed by the Faculty Senate on 
January 10, 1989. Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BRIEF RATIONALE: These, among other concerns, are crucial to faculty morale 
and effectiveness. It is far too easy and enticing to focus on some precise 
numerical goal or achievement. Academic work is highly individualized and 
deals with non-uniform inputs and unique outputs . The faculty can work at any 
level from casual to intense and the plan should provide a framework that 
encourages excellence. 
*MOTION NO. 2714: Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt the 
follow1ng minimum set of criteria for evaluating any segment of, or the total 
of, the plan: 
1. Focus on the work of the faculty. 
2. Make the faculty more effective in their work. 
3. Strengthen collegiality and cooperation. 
4. Enhance faculty morale. 
5. Enhance the quality of the faculty. 
6. Decrease administrative and overhead costs. 
7. Strengthen the role of departments for students and faculty, 
8. Increase flexibility for faculty to take advantage of unforeseen or new 
opportunities. 
9. Increase the ~ole of faculty in shared governance of the University. 
10. Make wording, meaning, and required procedures suggested in the plan 
clear, reasonable and well defined. 
A Senator suggested insertion of a statement that stresses enhancing the 
education of students. The Senate agreed. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
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* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BRIEF RATIONALE: These addftions will help everyone understand just what is 
happening and what is ~xpected to happen. 
*MOTION NO. 2715: Ken Hammond moved that, as the Faculty Senate notices some 
serious deficiencies in the plan and planning process, it recommend that they be 
addressed at the earliest possible time. Specifically: 
1. Additional time be allocated ~or plan consideration by the faculty. 
2. A clear statement be drafted to indicate why we are creating a new plan at 
this time and what specific deficiencies the plan is intended to remedy. 
3. Wherever a change is contemplated, then the current conditions should be 
provided to suggest the magnitude and direction of change. 
4. A detailed statement of assumptions about future conditions is needed. 
Assume future enrollments, resources, emerging fields of study, teaching 
loads, the importance of research, the costs of college and who will pay, 
faculty retirements, the role of liberal arts, professional schools, 
off-campus centers, graduate instruction and the preparation of incoming 
students. 
5. A list of criteria by which the elements of the plan can be judged. 
6. Criteria for judging the success of the plan. 
7. Criteria for evaluation of academic programs. This is especially crucial 
if there is an expectation that some programs will grow and others will be 
static, shrunken or eliminated. 
8. A statement on the appropriate model for a functioning university is 
desirable. For example, will the emphasis be on centralized or dispersed 
decision-making? 
9. There needs to be a glossary of terms so meanings will be explicit and 
clear. 
10. The goals need to be placed in some hierarchy rather than making all of 
them appear to be of equal importance. 
It was suggested that under 12, not only deficiencies but also 
opportunities should be included in the statement of why we are creating a new 
plan at this time. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Chair Heckart noted that Senators should compare the substance of the 
next 5 motions with the working draft issu~d by Bob Brown. Statements are 
both similar and different. Asterisks refei to changes made by the Academic 
Affairs Committee. Principal differences are in formatting. The Academic 
Affairs Committee has converted outcomes statements to strategy statements and 
added outcomes statements. Number/pound signs (I) refer to changes made on 
the Senate floor. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
*MOTION NO. 2716 Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and 
recommend to the Camp Field Committee the Academic Programs statement as 
follows: 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
*GOAL: To provide a high quality instruction in all academic programs 
offered as they provide the core of General Education, attitudes toward 
learning, practical skills for obtaining new knowledge and for the world of 
work, and provide other gains to students intended and designed to implement 
the mission and role of the university. 
STRATEGIES: 
*A. ~eaffirm the University commitment to General Education as the necessary 
foundation of all undergraduate programs and treat it as such in terms of 
its funding and status relative to other programs. 
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B. Examine the current distribution among the liberal arts/professional, 
off-campus/on-campus, state-suppo~ted/self-supported, remedial/collegiate, 
and undergraduate/graduate programs to evaluate if changes in the current 
mix could enhance quality and better serve the university mission. 
c. Continue and improve program evaluation and assessment to provide 
information for planning and improvement of individual programs. 
*D. Identify and strengthen programs needed to provide exceptional General 
Education based on the University philosophy and program of general 
education. 
*E. With Faculty Senate approval develop clear criteria and an open evaluative 
process to determine which major programs are now strong or distinguished 
and which need enhanced resources in order to be truly exceptional. 
*F. Provide and improve mechanisms for Faculty Senate approval of all changes 
in curriculum or programs. 
G. Renew and strengthen the University commitment to field experience and 
cooperative education. 
H. Increase opportunities and provide support to encourage student and 
faculty participation in multicultural experiences. 
I. Increase opportunities and provide support to encourage student and 
faculty participation in international experiences. 
J. Increase opportunities and provide support to encourage student and 
faculty participation in public service experiences. 
*K. Provide support to allow faculty to engage in field and library research 
designed and intended to involve undergraduate students. 
OUTCOMES: 
*A . Graduates will have a core of knowledge of the arts, natural sciences, 
social sciences and humanities. 
*B. Graduates will gain an international or global perspective. 
*C. Graduates will have utilitarian skills. 
#D. Graduates will gain a multicultural perspective. 
*E. Graduates will be able to identify, and define a problem for study, reduce 
it to manageable commponents, obtain encessary useful information and 
synthesize the diverse components to obtain reasoned analyses and answers. 
*F. Graduates will routinely intelligently question and evaluate new 
information and conventional wisdom. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BRIEF RATIONALE: Unless one wishes to preempt the r.ole of. the General Education 
Committee , it seems reasonable that the only rational goal that can now be writen 
for General Education is one that reflects current prac.tice or current philosophy. 
No doubt there is considerable room to expand , contract or make more specific the 
objective(s). As a matter of practice, a goal at this hign-level should be one 
that rarely needs to be revised. A lower level instrumental goal or strategy may 
be regularly changed in t he light of new info.r.matHm or altered intentions . This 
version attempts to accom()date these constraints along with providing a more 
useful structure for the material in the working draft. Little has been added or 
deleted. 
*MOTION NO. 2717: Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to 
the Camp Field Committee the section on General Education as follows: 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
GOAL: To provide a basic core of both learning, thinking, and communication 
skills and an understanding of selected content and methods in the sciences, 
social sciences, arts and humanities. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Request the General Education Committee to review and suggest to the Faculty 
Senate, any needed revision of the current statement of philosophy, goals and 
structure of the General Education Program. 
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B. Staff general education courses, insofar as possible, with skilled teachers 
who are full-time faculty members who understand and are committed to the 
objectives of the program. 
C. Maintain and enhance the opportunity for student understanding of cultural 
diversity. 
D. Develop courses or experiences that exemplify the interrelated nature of 
knowledge by addressing the broad interdisciplinary problems and opportunities 
of our wot:ld. 
E. General Education courses, in common with othet: offerings in the University, 
should fostet: the important skills of reading, ot:al and written communication, 
computation, critical/creative thinking and use of new technology such as 
computers. 
#F. Integrate new technology, when appropriate, into General Education courses and 
experiences. Increase student awareness of the multiple uses of new 
technology (such as computet:s) in various disciplines and programs. 
*OUTCOMES: 
A. Students will be exposed to a basic core of information concerning the human 
condition through time and space. 
B. Students will be exposed to a basic set of techniques for learning and 
communicating. 
C. Students will gain insight into the broad range and utility of subject matter 
in the full range of the liberal aits and sciences. 
D. Students will be better prepared to enter the more specialized study usually 
encompased by a major. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BRIEF RATIONALE: We wish to improve the quality and preparation of people 
certified to teach in the schools. The public expects the teachers of the future 
to be better prepared than those of the past. New knowledge from research and 
newer techniques may allow the production of more effective teachers. 
*MOTION NO. 2718: Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate approve and recommend 
to the Camp Field Committee the section on Teacher Preparation Programs as 
revised. 
TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS 
GOAL: To offer teacher preparation and in-service programs recognized as the 
leading programs in the State of Washington for their quality, broad 
interdepartmental structure, and success in preparing and supporting competent 
professional educators. 
STRATEGIES: 
*A . Support faculty to enable them to maintain current knowledge of the research 
in their specialty and of pedagogical research in general. 
*B. Develop alternative and improved programs for teacher preparation and 
certification at both the bachelor's and master's level. 
C. Continue to review, evaluate and change existing master's degree programs to 
improve their effectiveness in meeting the needs of teachers. 
D. Develop alternative certification programs for graduates with non-education 
degrees. 
E. Add new programs, e.g., for middle school and/or community college teacher 
preparation-. 
#*F. Strengthen the subject matter component of teacher preparation programs. 
G. Increase the required amount of field experience required. 
H. Upon demonstration of need seek funding and invest in an effort to increase 
the offering of teacher preparation programs at off-campus settings. 
I. Recruit teacher candidates who have diverse economic, racial and cultural 
backgrounds. 
J. Recruit teacher candidates who have demonstrated ability for a high level of 
academic achievement. 
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K. Recruit teacher candidates who have demonstrated the potential to serve as 
positive role models for their students. 
L. Screen out potential teacher candidates who fail to meet rigorous criteria for 
competence in written and oral communication and in mathematics. 
M. Improve and expand summer school and in-service teacher education programs. 
#*N. Support improved and increased collaboration among CWU faculty, practicing 
teachers, and school administrators. 
*O. Support ~he production of innovative teaching materials. 
P. Continue to use the Teacher Ed6cation Council and the Professional Education 
Advisory Board as the policy recommending units for teacher preparation 
programs. 
*OUTCOMES: 
A. Teachers will be competent both in subject matter knowledge and pedagogical 
techniques. 
B. The public image of CWU and of professional education will be enhanced. 
*C. High school graduates will have fewer deficiencies when they enter coll~ge. 
D. The total and quality of off-campus teacher preparation will increase. 
*E. The number of applicants at CWU teacher preparation programs will increase. 
*F. Teacher preparation programs will be more selective in admitting applicants. 
It was suggested that Outcome "D" be moved to the Strategies section. 
In answer to Senators' questions regarding the changes in state teacher 
certification to be implemented in 1992, Randy Wallace, Education, informed the 
Senate that preliminary teacher certification will be issued to Bachelor's degree 
recipients who have met other state requirements delineated in the Washington 
Administration Code (WAC). This initial certificate will be good for four years, 
at the end of which time the teacher must be enrolled in an accredited Master's 
program, which will give the teacher a second intial certificate good for three 
years.· At the end of that period of time, in order to have continuing 
certification, the teacher must have a Master's degree. 
Warren Street indicated that teacher preparation is one of many programs 
subject to external certifying or licensing agencies. He suggested a study of the 
impact of these agencies on the university's curriculum that would recommend a way 
of dealing with the pressures involved. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
BRIEF RATIONALE : The primary responsibility for decisions on the selection of new 
faculty should rest with the nepartment where faculty obtain most of their 
support . Recruitment is vital. Faculty employment is the single most pivotal act 
taker1 at a university because it is the prerequisite to all others. Support to 
encourage satisfaction, retention and productivity is a very close second. 
*MOTION N0 . 2719 : Ken Hammond moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to 
the Camp Field planning group the section on faculty recruitment and retention as 
revised. 
FACULTY RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 
*GOAL: To attract, employ, support and retain the most highly qualified faculty 
that can be assembled to carry out the missions of Central Washington university. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Recruit on_a timely basis; early in the academic year as a minimum and in 
advance of an anticipated need if possible. 
B. Support search committee and departmental representatives both to visit other 
universities whe re contacts can be made and promising candidates identified 
and to attend prof essional meetings to meet candidates and take advantage of 
available job placement services. 
*C. Provide authority for University representatives to make timely job offers to 
top-rated candidates. 
D. Provide information and assistance to departments as they design and carry out 
searches and attempt to match their priority needs with available candidates. 
E. Recruit on a nationwide or global basis to provide for diversity of schools 
and backgrounds among the candidates. 
F. Provide departmental and program search committees with training that will 
assist them and facilitate a successful search in the increasingly competitive 
market for qualified candidates. 
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G. Develop strategies for recruitment of qualified women and minorities to be 
responsive to affirmative action goals. 
*H. Develop strategies for recruitment of non-traditional candidates such as dual 
career couples, job-sharing, visiting professors, candidates from government, 
business and foreign areas. 
I. Develop high quality printed and audiovisual materials that will aquaint 
prospective candidates with Central, the community and the region. 
*J. Provide time and support for interaction among new and existing faculty to 
explore mutual interests, carry out joi~t research efforts, plan for sharing 
of information and other activities that promote and support collegiality. 
*K. Establish qualifications for tenure track positions appropriate to the 
departmental and program goals and continue to provide security of tenure for 
faculty. 
*L. Allocate funds so the university can offer competitive salaries, teaching and 
research equipment, supplies, travel support, professional leaves, time 
flexibility and other desirable conditions conducive to productive and 
satisfying work. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. By October 1 of each year a university-wide announcement of all anticipated 
positions to be filled the following year will be prepared for publication. 
#B. The University will meet the affirmative action goals for hiring. 
*C. The faculty will be diversified and of high quality, and will have a primary 
commitment to university teaching, scholarship, artistic endeavors and public 
service. 
*D. The University will be recognized for excellence and highly sought-after by 
high quality students. 
Senators suggested that 1) Strategy C specify that "departmentally-designated 
representatives" be provided authority to make timely job offers to top-rated 
candidates rather than "University representatives;" 2) Strategy H be expanded to 
include sharing of facultyl\appointments -:i-R like al!'l!s f!II'IEl eelse:t: eli~aipHoe-with 
other universities; 3) Strategy H be refined so that it is no longer implied that 
dual career couples will be recruited over other qualified candidates; 4) an 
additional Strategy M be added that would recommend hiring of new faculty with the 
expectation of retaining, tenuring and eventually promoting them; and 5) an 
additional Stategy be added that would deal with the problem of compresssion of 
the salary scale which occurs when new faculty are hired at a higher salary than 
that for existing faculty. There was no objection to any of these proposed 
additions to the section on Faculty Recruitment and Retention. 
Motion passed. A a~ iUfi'1t '" re~'dUlCt.. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
RATIONALE: To be more in line with the above thinking the plan segment on 
planning and budgeting has been revised for your consideration. The word "fiscal" 
has been added to avoid confusion with the broader planning activities. The goal 
has been recast to reflect emphasis upon academic work as seems appropriate in an 
academic institution and especially in an academic plan. The outcomes that really 
are strategies have been so named. "B" and "C" on the original document have been 
combined as "D" and appropriate outcomes have been listed. "E" allows costs of 
administrative changes to be viewed as openly as academic program costs. 
*MOTION NO. 2720: That the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
planning g~oup the section on planning and budgeting as revised. 
FISCAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING 
*GOAL: To have a university-wide program of fiscal planning and budgeting that 
is driven by the academic goals of the university. 
STRATEGIES: 
*A. Provide, for review by all concerned, a flow chart showing who is involved in 
the current fiscal decision making system; the timing and sequence for budget 
requests to the legislature and the processes for internal intitial and 
reallocation decision on expenditures. 
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ji*B. Provide for timely, elected, faculty representation on all committees that 
make recommendations and decisions on capital, instructional, faculty, student 
and administrative fiscal affairs. 
c. Keeping in mind "B" above, select a task force to make recommendations to 
appropriate bodies on a system of budgeting that is responsible to the 
academic goals of the university. 
D. Require estimates of costs and budgetary review for program development, 
academic program revisions and curricular changes. Nothing in this strategy 
shall be construed to remove faculty control of the curriculum. 
*E. Require estimates of costs and budgetary review for changes in academic 
admi ni strati on. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. By 1995 the University will have implemented an integrated program of fiscal 
planning and budgeting which suppor ts the academic goals of the University. 
B. By 1995 the University will implement a budget system in which allocations are 
based on program costs. 
*C. By 1995 the fraction of the total univer sity budget that goes to direct 
support of academic f unctions will be increased by 10% over 1989. 
*D. By 1995 the por tion of the academic budget allocated to direct support of the 
work of the faculty will be inc reased by 10% over 1989. 
Ken Hammond explained that the 10% figures in Outcomes C and D are not based 
on current budgetary figures but were simply added in an attempt to slow down the 
long-term trend toward smaller fractions of the university and academic budgets 
going to academic departments and programs. 
Motion passed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
Ken Hammond concluded the meeting by stating that the rest of the sections 
from Bob Brown's original draft are being rewritten, with the exception of Faculty 
Growth and Development. These will be distributed as soon as they are finished. 
Comments are welcome and should be sent to Ken Hammond, Geography Department. 
ADJOURNMENT 
Meeting was adjourned at 4:55p.m . 
* * * * * NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 10, 19A9 * * * * * 
PLEASE BRING YOUR COPY OF THE PROPOSED FIVE YEAR OOALS 
ISSUED BY BOB BROWN ON NOVEMBER 8, 1989 AS WELL AS THIS 
AGENDA TO THE MEETING!!! 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
3:10p.m., Wednesday, November 29, 1989 
SUB 204-205 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. CHANGES TO AGENDA 
III. APPROVAL OF MINUTES- November 15, 1989 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. REPORTS 
1. Curriculum Committee 
-ucc Pages 1024 and 1025 with following changes: 
-ucc Page 1024: Proposed Bilingual Education Minor, 
Under "Courses," 1) change ED 418, Educational 
Linguistics, to read ED 418, Reading and 
Linguistics; 2) change credits for ED 418 from 5 to 
3; 3) change credits for ED 433 from 3 to 5. 
-ucc Page 1025: LES 303 Course Addition, IT Change 
title to "Community Program Assessment for Leisure 
Services;" and 2) add "prerequisite LES20"1." 
-ucc Page 1025: LES 383 Course Addition, add 
"prerequisite LES 201 or permission of instructor." 
2. Academic Affairs Committee ---
DISCUSSION OF PROPOSED FIVE-YEAR GOALS FOR ACADEMIC 
PLANNING (distributed to all faculty 11/8/89 by 
Robert Brown) 
The Senate will focus on the outcomes statements 
having the broadest ramifications for the faculty as 
a whole: 
A. Academic Programs 
B. General Education 
c. Teacher Preparation 
D. Faculty Recruitment 
We will discuss Faculty Development and other 
statements at the January 10 Senate meeting. 
VI. ADJOURNMENT 
*** NEXT REGULAR FACULTY SENATE MEETING: January 10, 1989 *** 
TO: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
RE: 
Faculty Senate 
Beverly Heckart, Chair 
November 21, 1989 
The Working Draft of the Five Year Goals 
Everyone should realize that the Academic Affairs Committee, because of the Thanksgiving 
vacation, had very little time to devise the agenda below. The Senate chair advised 
putting too much rather than too little into the agenda. Thus, Senators should be warned 
that the committee might shorten this agenda at the Senate meeting. The chair wishes the 
Senate to focus on substance: please write out suggestions for editing and give them to Ken 
Hammond privately. Time limits for discussion of each motion are printed in the margin. 
Votes will be taken on each section as a whole after discussion. 
* * * * * 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMI TTEE 
In light of comments received at the forum, the committee sees a need for substantial 
revision of the draft to give it more of an academic focus, to make the format clear, and 
to eliminate some of the many vague and ambiguous phrases and words. 
We offer the following motions for Senate consideration: 
Brief Rationale: The intention is to place the emphasis of an academic and University 
plan on the work of the faculty. It is not an institution that is 
excellent or not excellent, it is the faculty as individuals or acting 
cooperatively who are or are not excellent. 
MOTION NO, 1: 
5 minutes 
GOAL: 
Moved, that a new section be added to the draft goals as follows: 
THE ULTIMATE ACADEMIC GOAL 
To develop and nourish a collegial, mutually supportive environment designed 
to encourage, allow, stimulate, support and recognize professional excellence 
in teaching, research, artistic expression and public -and professional 
service. 
STRATEGIES: A. Employ the most highly qualified faculty that can be attracted to CWU. 
OUTCOMES: 
B. Provide administrative, clerical, material and physical support for the 
faculty. 
C. Guide the fiscal planning and budgeting processes so they are responsive 
to the needs of faculty in the academic programs. 
D. Devise student recruitment and retention programs so as to be responsive 
to the opportunities presented by offerings in academic programs. 
E. Structure the reward system to be responsible to academic excellence and 
to cooperative efforts among faculty. 
F. Provide encouragement and support for faculty growth and develoment within 
departments and within the total university. 
The goal is achieved. 
******************************************************************************************* 
BRIEF RATIONALE: These, among other concerns, are crucial to faculty morale and 
effectiveness. It is far too easy and enticing to focus on some precise 
numerical goal or achievement. Academic work is highly individualized 
and deals with non-uniform inputs and unique outputs. The faculty can 
work at any level from casual to intense and the plan should provide a 
framework that encourages excellence. 
MOTION NO. 2: Moved, that the Faculty Senate adopt the following minimum set of criteria 
5 minutes for evaluating any segment of, or the total of, the plan: 
1. Focus on the work of the faculty. 
2. Make the faculty more effective in their work. 
(over) 
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MOTION NO. 2, continued: 
3. Strengthen collegiality and cooperation. 
4. Enhance faculty morale. 
5. Enhance the quality of the faculty. 
6. Decrease administrative and overhead costs. 
7. Strengthen the role of departments for students and faculty. 
8. Increase flexibility for faculty to take advantage of unforseen or new 
opportunities. 
9. Increase the role of faculty in shared governance of the University. 
10. Make wording, meaning, and required procedures suggested in the plan 
clear, reasonable and well defined. 
****************************************************************************************** 
BRIEF RATIONALE: These additions will help everyone understand just what is happening and 
what is expected to happen. 
MOTION NO, 3: 
15 minutes 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4. 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
Moved, that the Faculty Senate notices some serious deficiencies in the 
plan and planning process and recommends they be addressed at the earliest 
possible time. Specifically: 
Additional time be allocated for plan consideration by the faculty. 
A clear statement be drafted to indicate why we are creating a new plan at 
this time and what specific deficiencies the plan is intended to remedy. 
Wherever a change is contemplated, then the current conditions should be 
provided to suggest the magnitude and direction of change. 
A detailed statement of assumptions about future conditions is needed. 
Assume future enrollments, resources, emerging fields of study, teaching 
loads, the importance of research, the costs of college and who will pay, 
faculty retirements, the role of liberal arts, professional schools, 
off-campus centers, graduate instruction and the preparation of incoming 
students. 
A list of criteria by which the elements of the plan can be judged. 
Criteria for judging the success of the plan. 
Criteria for evaluation of academic programs. This is especially crucial 
if there is an expectation that some programs will grow and others will be 
static, shrunken or eliminated. 
A statement on the appropriate model for a functioning university is 
desirable. For example, will the emphasis be on centralized or dispersed 
decision-making? 
There needs to be a glossary of terms so meanings will be explicit and 
clear. 
10. The goals need to be placed in some hierarchy rather than making all of. 
them appear to be of equal importance. 
******************************************************************************************* 
COMPARE SUBSTANCE OF MOTIONS 4 THROUGH 8 WITH K>RKING DRAFT ISSUED BY BOB 
BROWN. STATEMENTS ARE BOTH SIMILAR AND DIFFERENT. ASTERISKS REFER TO 
CHANGES MADE BY THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE. PRINCIPAL DIFFERENCES ARE 
IN FORMATTING. THE ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE HAS CONVERTED OUTCOMES 
STATEMENTS TO STRATEGY STATEMENTS AND ADDED OUTCOMES STATEMENTS. 
****************************************************************************************** 
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MOTION NO. 4: Moved, that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
Committee the Academic Programs statement as follows: 15 minutes 
*GOAL: 
ACADEMIC PROGRAMS 
To provide a high quality instruction in all academic programs offered as they 
provide the common core of General Education, attitudes toward learning, 
practical skills for obtaining new knowledge and for the world of work, and 
provide other gains to students intended and designed to implement the mission 
and role of the university. 
STRATEGIES: 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Reaffirm the University commitment to General Education as the necessary 
foundation of all undergraduate programs and treat it as such in terms of its 
funding and status relative to other programs. 
B. Examine the current distribution among the liberal arts/professional, 
off-campus/o-campus, state-supported/self-supported, remedial/collegiate, and 
undergraduate/graduate programs to evaluate if changes in the current mix 
could enhance qualityi and better serve the university mission. 
C. Continue and improve program evaluation and assessment to provide information 
for planning and improvement of individual programs. 
D. Identify and strengthen programs needed to provide exceptional General 
Education based on the University philosophy and program of ·general education. 
*E. With Faculty Senate approval develop clear criteria and an open evaluative 
process to determine which major programs are now strong or distinguished and 
which need enhanced resources in order to be truly exceptional. 
F. Provide and improve mechanisms for Faculty Senate approval of all changes in 
curriculum or programs. 
G. Renew and strengthen the University commitment to field experience and 
cooperative education. 
H. Increase opportunities and provide support to encourage student and faculty 
participation in multicultural experiences. 
I. Increase opportunities and provide support to encourage student and faculty 
participation in international experiences. 
J. Increase opportunities and provide support to encourage student and faculty 
participation in public service experiences. 
*K. Provide support to allow faculty to engage in field and library research 
designed and intended to involve undergraduate students. 
A. Graduates will have a core of knowledge of the arts, natural sciences, 
social sciences and humanities. 
B. Graduates will gain an international or global perspective. 
c. Graduates will have utilitarian skills. 
D. Graduates will gain a multicultural and international perspective. 
E. Graduates will be able to identify, and define a problem for study, reduce it 
to manageable commponents, obtain encessary useful information and synthesize 
the diverse components to obtain reasoned analyses and answers. 
F. Graduates will routinely intelligently question and evaluate new information 
and conventional wisdom. 
******************************************************************************************* 
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****************************************************************************~**** 
BRIEF RATIONALE: Unless one wishes to preempt the role of the General Education 
Committee, it seems reasonable that the only rational goal that can now 
be writen for General Education is one that reflects current practice or 
current philosophy. No doubt there is considerable room to expand, 
contract or make more specific the objective(s). As a matter of 
practice, a goal at this high-level should be one that rarely needs to 
be revised. A lower level instrumental goal or strategy may be 
regularly changed in the light of new information or altered intentions. 
This version attempts to accomodate these constraints along with 
providing a more useful structure for the material in the working draft. 
Little has been added or deleted. 
MOTION NO. 5: 
15 minutes 
Moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
Committee the section on General Education as follows: 
OOAL: 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
To provide a basic core of both learning, thinking, and communication skills and 
an understanding of selected content and methods in the sciences, social sciences, 
arts and humanities. 
STRATEGIES: 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Request the General Education Committee to review and suggest to the Faculty 
Senate, any needed revision of the current statement of philosophy, goals and 
structure of the General Education Program. 
B. Staff general education courses with skilled teachers who are regular, 
full-time faculty members who understand and are committed to the objectives 
of the program. 
c. Maintain and enhance the opportunity for student understanding of cultural 
diversity. 
D. Develop courses or experiences that exemplify the interrelated nature of 
knowledge by addressing-the broad interdisciplinary problems and 
opportunities of our world. 
E. General Education courses, in common with other offerings in the University , 
should foster the important skills of reading, oral and written communication, 
computation, critical/creative thinking and use of new technology such as 
computers. 
A. Students will be exposed to a basic core of information concerning the human 
condition through time and space. 
B. Students will be exposed to a basic set of techniques for learning and 
communicating. 
C. Students will gain insight into the broad range and utility of subject matter 
in the full range of the liberal arts and sciences. 
D. Students will be better prepared to enter the more specialized study usually 
encompased by a major. 
****************************************************************************************** 
BRIEF RATIONALE: We wish to improve the quality and preparation of people certified to 
teach in the schools. The public expects the teachers of the future to 
be better prepared than those of the past. New knowledge from research 
and newer techniques may allow the production of more effective teachers. 
MOTION NO. 6: 
15 minutes 
Moved that the Faculty Senate approve and recommend to the Camp Field 
Committee the section on Teacher Preparation Programs as revised. 
.. 
TEACHER PREPARATION PROGRAMS 
To offer teacher preparation and in-service programs recognized as the leading 
programs in the State of Washington for their quality, broad interdepartmental 
structure, and success in preparing and supporting competent professional 
educators. 
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TEACRER PREPARATION PROGRAMS, continued 
STRATEGIES: 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Support faculty to enable them to maintain current knowledge of the research 
in their specialty and of pedagogical research in general. 
B. Develop alternative and improved programs for teacher preparation and 
certification at both the bachelor's and master's level. 
c. Continue to review, evaluate and change existing master's degree programs to 
improve their effectiveness in meeting the needs of teachers. 
D. Develop alternative certification programs for graduates with non-education 
degrees. 
E. Add new programs, e.g., for middle school and/or community college teacher 
preparation. 
F. Strengthen the academic component of teacher preparation programs. 
G. Increase the required amount of field experience required. 
H. Upon demonstration of need seek funding and invest in an effort to increase 
the offering of teacher preparation programs at off-campus settings. 
I. Recruit teacher candidates who have diverse economic, racial and cultural 
backgrounds. 
J. Recruit teacher candidates who have demonstrated ability for a high level of 
academic achievement. 
K. Recruit teacher candidates who have demonstrated the potential to serve as 
positive role models for their students. 
L. Screen out potential teacher candidates who fail to meet rigorous criteria for 
competence in written and·oral communication and in mathematics. 
M. Improve and expand summer school and in-service teacher education programs. 
*N. Improve and increase collaboration among CWU faculty, practicing teachers, and 
school administrators. 
o. Support the production of innovative teaching materials. 
P. Continue to use the Teacher Education Council and the Professional Education 
Advisory Board as the policy recommending units for teacher preparation 
programs. 
A. Teachers will be more competent both in subject matter knowledge and 
pedagogical techniques. 
B. The public image of CWU and of professional education will be enhanced. 
*C. High school graduates will have fewer deficiencies when they enter college. 
D. The total and quality of off-campus teacher preparation will increase. 
*E. The number of applicants at CWU teacher preparation programs will increase. 
*F. Teacher preparation programs will be more selective in admitting applicants. 
****************************************************************************************** 
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****************************************************************************************** 
BRIEF RATIONALE: The primary responsibility for decisions on the selection of new faculty 
should rest with the department where faculty obtain most of their 
support. - Recruitment is vital. Faculty employment is the single most 
pivotal act taken at a university because it is the prerequisite to all 
others. Support to encourage satisfaction, retention and productivity is 
a very close second. 
MOTION NO. 7: 
15 minutes 
Moved that the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
planning group the section on faculty recruitment and retention as 
revised. 
*GOAL: 
FACULTY RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 
To attract, employ, support and retain the most highly qualified faculty that can 
be assembled to carry out the missions of Central Washington University. 
STRATEGIES: 
A. Recruit on a timely basis; early in the academic year as a minimum and in 
advance of an anticipated need if possible. 
B. Support search committee and departmental representatives to both visit other 
universities where contacts can be made, and promising candidates identified 
and to attend professional meetings to meet candidates and take advantage of 
available job placement services. 
*C. Provide authority for University representatives to make timely job offers to 
top-rated candidates. 
D. Provide information and assistance to departments as they design and carry out 
searches and attempt to match their priority needs with available candidates. 
E. Recruit on a nationwide or global basis to provide for diversity of schools 
and backgrounds among the candidates. 
F. Provide departmental and program search committees with training that will 
assist them and facilitate a successful search in the increasingly competitive 
market for qualified candidates. 
G. Develop strategies for recruitment of qualified women and minorities to be 
responsible to affirmative action goals. 
*H. Develop strategies for recruitment of non-traditional candidates such as dual 
career couples, job-sharing, visiting professors, candidates from government, 
business and foreign areas. 
I. Develop high quality printed and audiovisual materials that will aquaint 
prospective candidates with Central, the community and the region. 
*J. Provide time and support for interaction among new and existing faculty to 
explore mutual interests, carry out joint research efforts, plan for sharing 
of information and other activities that promote and support collegiality. 
*K. Establish qualifications for tenure track positions appropriate to the 
departmental and program goals and continue to provide security of tenure for 
faculty. 
**L. Allocate funds so the university can offer competitive salaries, teaching and 
research equipment, supplies, travel support, professional leaves, time 
flexibility and other desirable conditions conducive to productive and 
satisfying work. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. By October 1 of each year a university-wide announcement of all anticipated 
positions to be filled the following year will be prepared for publication. 
B. The University will be responsive to the affirmative action goals for hiring. 
c. The faculty will be diversified and of high quality, and will have a primary 
commitment to university teaching, scholarship, artistic endeavors and public 
.~ service. 
D. The University will be recognized for excellence and highly sought-after by 
high quality students. 
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************************************•••••··············································· 
BRIEF RATIONALE: To be more in line with the above thinking the plan segment on planning 
and budgeting has been revised for your consideration. 
The word "fiscal" has been added to avoid confusion with the broader 
planning activities. 
The goal has been recast to reflect emphasis upon academic work as seems 
appropriate in an academic institution and especially in an academic 
plan. 
The outcomes that really are strategies have been so named. "B" and "C" 
on the original document have been combined as "D" and appropriate 
outcomes have been listed. "E" allows costs of administrative changes to 
be viewed as openly as cademic program costs. 
MOTION NO. 8: 
10 minutes 
That the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field planning 
group the section on planning and budgeting as revised. 
*GOAL: 
FISCAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING 
To have a university-wide program of fiscal planning and budgeting that is 
driven by the academic goals of the university. 
STRATEGIES: 
OUTCOMES: 
*A. Provide, for review by all concerned, a flow chart showing who is involved in 
the current fiscal decision making system; the timing and sequence for budget 
requests to the legislature and the processes for internal intitial and 
reallocation decision on expenditures. 
*B. Provide for timely, elected, faculty representation on all committees that 
make recommendations and decisions on capital, instructional, student and 
administrative fiscal affairs. 
c. Keeping in mind · "B" above, select a task force to make recommendations to 
appropriate bodies on a system of budgeting that is responsible to the 
academic goals of the university. 
D. Require estimates of costs and budgetary review for program develoment, 
academic program revisions and curricular changes. Nothing in this strategy 
shall be construed to remove faculty control of the curriculum. 
*E. Require estimates of costs and budgetary review for changes in academic 
administration. 
A. By 1995 the University will have implemented an integrated program of fiscal 
planning and budgeting which supports the academic goals of the University. 
B. By 1995 the University will implement a budget system in which allocations are 
based on program costs. 
*C. By 1995 the fraction of the total university budget that goes to direct 
support of academi functions will be increased by 10% over 1989. 
*D. By 1995 the portion of the academic budget allocated to direct support of the 
work of the faculty will be increased by 10% over 1989. 
MEMO 
TO: 
FROM: 
RE: 
DATE: 
Central 
Washington 
University 
JAN 2 ne'J 
University Library 
Ellensburg, Washing ton 98926 
Beverly Heckart h Chair , Faculty Senate 
Victor Marx ·(.,.~. 
Motion 2717, Part H 
12-15-89 
The "suggestion" for change of section H was the addition of this: 
"Female, minority, and non-traditional candidates of the highest 
calibre will be in demand in other institutions as well, and 
demand will be greater than the supply of these candidates. 
Therefore, CWU should share these outstanding faculty with other 
universities. Such shared appointments shoulci include artists." 
The last sentence was added by Professor Betty Evans. The way the 
minutes were typed, this visiting artist or artist in residence 
concept is lost, for "faculty appointments in the arts ... " mean 
teaching faculty rather than creative artists. 
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FACULTY RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION, continued 
STRATEGIES, continued 
I 
G. Develop strategies for recruitment of qualified women and minorities to be 
responsive to affirmative action goals. 
*H. Develop strategies for recruitment of non-traditional candidates such as dual 
career couples, job-sharing, visiting professors, candidates from government, 
business and foreign areas. 
I. Develop high quality printed and audiovisual materials that will aquainl 
prospective candidates with Centr;al , the community and the region . 
*J. Provide time and support for interac~ion among new and existing faculty to 
explore mutual interests, carry out joint research efforts, plan for sharing 
of information and ot~er activities that , promote and support collegiality . 
*K. Establish qualifications for tenure track posi ions appropriate to the 
departmental and program goals and continue to provide security of tenure for 
faculty. 
*L. Allocate funds so the university can offer competitive salaries, teaching and 
research equipment, supplies, travel support, professional leaves, time 
flexibility and other desirable conditions conducive to productive and 
satisfying work. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. By October 1 of each year a university-wide announcement of all anticipated 
positions to be filled the following year will be prepared for publication. 
#B. The University will meet the affirmative action goals for hiring. 
*C. The faculty will be diversified and of high quality, and will have a primary 
commitment to university teaching, scholarship, artistic endeavors and public 
service. 
*D. The University will be recognized for excellence and highly sought-after by 
high quality students. 
Senators suggested that l) Strategy C specify that "departmentally-designated 
representatives" be provided authority to make timely job offers to top-rated 
candidates rather than "University representatives;" 2) Strategy H be expanded to 
include_ sharing of faculty ppointments in ~he- ~s-.a.nd.-. . .ot-h-e-r -d-is-ciplines. with 
other universities; 3) S ategy H be refined so that it is no longer implied that 
dual career couples wil be recruited over other qualified candidates; 4) an 
additional Strategy M e added that would recommend hiring of new faculty with the 
expectation of reta" ling, tenuring and eventually promoting them; and 5) an 
additional Stateg~ 'be added that would deal with the problem of compresssion of 
the salary scale ~hich occurs when new faculty are hired at a higher salary than 
that for existi_rrg faculty. There was no objection to any of these proposed 
additions to the section on Faculty Recruitment and Retenti6n . 
Motion ppssed. 
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
RATTONA E : To be mar~ in line with the above thinking the plan segment on 
plarm~. f1g and budgeting has been revised for your consideration. The word "fiscal" 
has ~~en added to avoid confusion with the broader planning activities. The goal 
ha~·been recast to reflect emphasis upon academic work as seems appropriate in an 
ac~demic institution and especially in an academic plan. The outcomes that really 
aie strategies have beer• so named. "B" and "C" on the original document have been 
combined as "D" and appropriate outcomes have been listed. "E" allows costs of 
,' administrative changes to be viewed as openly as academic program costs. 
*MOTION NO. 2720: That the Faculty Senate adopt and recommend to the Camp Field 
planni 19 g r.:oup the section on planning and budgeting as revised. 
FISCAL PLANNING AND BUDGETING 
*GOAL: To have a university-wide program of fiscal planning and budgeting that 
---is driven by the academic goals of the university. 
STRATEGIES: 
*A . Provide, for review by all concerned, a flow chart showing who is involved in 
the current fiscal decision making system; the timing and sequence for budget 
requests to the legislature and the processes for internal intitial and 
reallocation decision on expenditures. 
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October 19, 1989 
1024 CURRICULUM PROPOSALS APPROVED 8Y TH! UNIVERSITY 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE AND FORWARDED TO · TH! SENATE 
EDUCATION 
PROGRAM CHANGE 
AS IT APPEARS 
Bl.l11laaal EdueaUoa Minot Cot EtemcatuJ 
Teaehere 
Frlof 10 oomplclln& thl• mi.Dor, alludC1ll muat dcmonltnta 
gro(\dcnq Ia $pe&klna. ~I "f. wrltlnt and oomprthcodlnt I Lome~~ 11mlltd En&'lah protldc-nl tcbool chlldrea. 
rrotk:fcocy ID a bomc tan~ It ~ b7 the Pomp ~~mml. StudC11ll wbo tad tbll protlc1C'OC1 
w1J1 be requJred 10 take lloddltlo!W oouncwork u determined 
by l})c Poman tAn~ Dc-pa.rt.mnL 
PROPOSED 
BILINGUAL EDUCATION MINOl 
Prcreqwe!t.ea: ED SOft !D 308 
ENG' AN11i 180, tnlroductSoo 10 LloiJu!st&c. •...•• ••...•.. . I 
ED 418, RcadiDiaDd LfnCWIUc:8 · · •• •· •· ·· • •· · • •• •· ·······.I 1!.D 4-33. !ducaUooa! U~ ...•.............•......... I 
ED 4-36, Blllnll'UAI !ducaUo1l 111 the Cootcut AlU.I 01 
!CI! S 1 I. Btllnau-J EducaUon lo !arl7 Childhood . •..... s-4 
ANTII 381, ~ tDCu.JtUR ......... . ................. 4 
l!.D 4 99, PractJ<;uJa ....... . ...... . ....... · . · • • · •. ••.... . 1~ 
Total 11-18 · 
•Studcnt.a who have docum~ nlcd uperlcncc workln& In educa-l 
uon&l eclUnp wilh Umltcd Ent!l.h pronctcnt cbltdrcn, and 
who are (amllw 'trllh the related minority community may be 
ucmpt from t.Utn& the mulmum number of p~lcum courK 
~ 
A minor with on 4 and off-campus experiences especially designed to 
prepare teacher• of culturally and linguistically different (CLD) 
student&. Oe~onstrated proficiency in speaki~g,· reading, writing and 
comprehending the home language of limited Inglish proficient school 
children is an exit requirement for students completing this minor. 
Proficiency in the home language is assessed by the Foreign Languages 
Department. Students who lack this proficiency will be required to 
take additional coursework aa determined by the Foreign Languagea 
Department. !D 309 11 a prerequisite for entry into this minor. 
Course a Credits 
!NG/ANTB 180, Introduction to Lingulatlca •••• 
!D 418, Educational Linguiatica •••• 
ED 433, Educational Linguiatica ••• 
ED 435, Bilingual Education in the Content Areas Ol 
EC! 312, Bilingual Education in Early Childhood •••• 
ANTH 381, Language in Culture •••• 
!D 438, Teaching English 11 a Second Language •••• 
!D 492, Practicua• •••• 
*Studenta who have documented experience working in educational 
settings with lialted English proficient children, and who are 
faalllar with the related ainorlty community aay be exempt froa 
taking the maximua number of practlcu~ houra • 
5 
5 
3 
3-4 
4 
3 
5 
28-29 
October 19, 1989 
CURRICULU" PROPOSALS APPROVED IY THI UNIVERSITY 
CURRICULU" COM"ITT!! AND FORWARDED TO THE SENATE 
MILITARY SCIENCE 
PROGRAM CHANGE 
AS IT APPEARS 
Credita 
MLS 310, Military. Science and Tactics 111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
MLS 311, Military Science and Tactics 111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
MLS 312, Military Science and Tactics 111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
MLS 490, Military Science and Tactics 111 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 8-15 
(1ldvance ~) 
MLS 410, Militaiy Science ard Tactics IV ••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • ••••••• 4 
MLS 411, Military Science and Tactics JV ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
MLS 412, Military Science and Tactics rv •.•.••.••..•.....•.••.•..•••.••.•••.. 2 
Plus successful CC11'(>letia1 of a 5 quarter-hour military history <XW"se ••••••• S 
ror.AL 32 
MLS 310, Military Science and Tactics 111 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
MLS 311, Military Science and Tactics 111 •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 3 
MLS 312, Military Science and Tactics III •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• l 
MLS 410, Military Science and Tactics IV ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4 
MLS 411, Military Science and Tactics rv ...................••..•..•••...••.•• 4 
foi.S 412 , Military Science ard Tactics IV ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
Plus sux:essful CCI\l)letion ot a S quart.e.r-l'olr military history course ••••••• s 
LEISURE SERVICES 
COURSE ADDITIONS 
rom. 24 
LIS 303. Community Prograa Assessment (4). Theory, objectlvea, 
methods and evaluation techniques for assessment of regional and 
community leisu~t services progra••· 
LIS 383. Tourisa !ssentiala (3). History, social and behavioral 
aspects, econoaics, planning, marketing, research and trends for 
domestic and international tourls•. · 
1025 
November 8, 1 989 
TO: Central Washington University Faculty 
FROM: Bob Brownlfft5 
RE: Meeting' to review the planning process and hear oral comments on 
proposed five-year goals. 
Please attend a meeting in the SUB Theatre on Wednesday November 1' 
at 3:30 p.m. to make oral comments on the attached working draft of five-
year goal statements produced by the academic planning task force (Camp 
Field Group). 
If you would like to respond to the draft but cannot attend the meeting, 
please send written comments to me (Dept. of Biological Sciences) no later 
than Nov. 20. 
Your comments wiJJ be brought to the attention of the Camp Field Group 
when we meet again on Dec. 1. · 
WORKING DRAFT FIVE-YEAR GOALS WORKING DRAFT 
PLANNING AND BUDGETING 
GOAL: By 1995 the University wfll Implement an Integrated program or planning 
and budgeting which supports the goals or the University. 
OUTCOMES: 
A Appoint a task force, by June I 990, to develop a system of budgeting that Is 
responsive to the academic plan. 
B. Develop a process to ensure that any change In curriculum that has a stgnfffcant 
Impact on the budget will be subject to review. 
c. Provide estimates of total costs needed for implementation when academic 
units or committees develop or revise academic programs. 
D. Implement a budget system In which allocations are based on program costs. 
WORKING DRAFT FIVE -YEAR GOALS WORKING DRAFT 
ACADEMICPROGRANS 
GOAL: By 1995 the University will identify, develop, and implement a 
combination of academic programs appropriate to its mission, recognizing 
that the Genera! Education Program is the Bedrock of all undergraduate 
programs and will be treated as such in terms of its funding and status 
relative to other programs. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Determine the appropriate mix between liberal arts/professional, on-
campus/off -campus, state-supported/self -supported, remedial/collegiate, 
and undergraduate/graduate programs. 
B. Develop an open evaluative process to determine which programs will 
distinguish the university. 
C. Identify and strengthen those programs that will distinguish the 
University, including funding such programs at a level appropriate to their 
designated status. 
D. Implement an assessment program that provides data for planning 
within individual academic programs. 
E. Renew commitment to emphasize field experiences and cooperative 
education. 
F. Include multicultural and international components in programs. 
G. Increase opportunities and encouragement for students to engaae in service to 
the public. 
WORKING DRAFT Five-Year Goals 
GENDAL EDUCATION 
Working Draft 
GOAL : By 1995, the specific goals and structure of the General Education 
Program will be more clearly defined and implemented, to include emphasis 
on the basic skills of reading, writing, computation, critical/creative thinking; 
the understanding of content and methods in the sciences, social sciences, 
arts and humanities; multicultural understanding; and technological 
applications. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Prepare a statement of the CWU philosophy of General Education. This 
will be done by the General Education Committee and approved by the 
Faculty Senate. 
B. Staff General Education courses, insofar as is possible, by regular full time 
faculty members who understand the objectives and are committed to the 
program. 
C. Foster writing across the curriculum in all appropriate courses. 
D. Develop increased student awareness and understanding of cultural 
diversity. 
E. Foster critical/creative thinking in all appropriate courses. 
F. Integrate computer use, when appropriate, into General Education 
courses and experiences. Increase student awareness of the multiple uses of 
computers in various disciplines and programs. 
G. Develop courses or experiences that bridge disciplines and address the 
broad interdisciplinary problems and opportunities of our world. 
H. Consider the addition of "speaking across the curriculum" to the General 
Education Program. This will be done by the General Education Committee. 
, 
WORKING DRAFT FIVE-YEAR GOALS WORKING DRAFT 
F ACUL TV RECRUITMENT 
GOAL: By the year 1995, the University wl ll develop and Implement a 
systematic, aggressive recruitment program which emphasizes the ttmely and 
continuing recruitment of a diversified, qualtty faculty and administration wtth 
primary commitment to work with students ( as well as other constituencies> tn 
teaching, research, scho larshtp, art 1st tc endeavors, and pub 1 lc service. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Prepare a university-wide announcement for publication by October I of all 
positions to be filled the following year. 
B. Be responsive to the University's affirmative action goals In the recruitment 
and hiring process. 
C. Provide informed assistance to departments as they design and carry out 
searches and match projected hiring needs to ava11ab111ty of candidates. 
D. Provide search committees with training to develop a broad perspective and 
current knowledge of search processes as practiced across the nation In an 
increasingly competitive market. 
E. Develop high quality printed and audiovisual materials as a means or acquainting 
prospective candidates with the advantages of working at Central and living In the 
community and region. 
F. Develop an aggressive recruiting plan whtch emphasizes personal contacts at 
professional conferences, other college campuses and graduate departments where 
we identify promising candidates. 
G. Develop strategies and Incentives for recruiting, especially wtthtn groups such 
as women and minorities, dual career couples, and graduate students early In their 
careers. 
H. Ensure that a diversity of schools and backgrounds are represented among the 
candidates for open positions. 
1. Review the qualifications necessary for employment In tenure track positions. 
J. Provide new faculty members with the equipment necessary to be effective in 
their disciplines. 
WORKING DRAFT Five-Year Goals WORKING DRAFT 
snJDENT RECRUITMENT AND RETENTION 
GOAL: By 1995, the University will implement a systematic and 
aggressive program to recruit and retain high-quality students. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Establish a student recruitment program that includes: 
I ) enroUment targets and projections 
2) course and major supply/demand records and trends 
3) attraction of a diverse student body 
4) reflection of the academic plan's goals. 
B. Ensure access and support to underrepresented minorities and other 
nontraditional students. 
C. Increase minortiy enrollment to a minimum of ten percent of the total 
University enrollment by 1995. 
D. Develop a formal collaborative relationship between the offices whose 
functions relate to student recruitment and retention. 
B. Improve the yield of prospective students to applicants, applicants to 
accepted students, accepted students to enrollees and enrollees to graduates. 
' 
F. Improve the new student orientation program. 
G. Review and improve coordination among the various learning assistance, 
academic skills, and tutoring programs. 
H. Respond to the recruitment and entrance criteria established for 
programs of the university. 
I. Maintain high standards for admission to the University. 
Working Draft Five-Year Goals Working Draft 
OPP-CAIIPUS PROGRAMS 
GOAL: Central Washington University affirms its commitment to the 
placebound students and, by 1995 the University will have defined the role 
and scope of its eitended programs in light of university priorities and 
outside influences. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Assess the need for academic and student support services for off-
campus centers. 
B. Maintain the quality of off -campus faculty and staff at the same level as 
on-campus faculty and staff. 
C. Evaluate the center sites and programs by 1993 to ensure that the 
programs and sites best serve the needs of the placebound population. 
E. Establish policies and procedures to maintain the quality of off -campus 
instruction including (but not limited to) orientation for adjunct faculty and 
systematic evaluation of instruction. 
F. Develop non-traditional methods of course delivery which will better 
serve Jess accessible areas. 
G. Increase continuing education offerings by marketing to business, 
education, and other professional organizations. 
H. Improve communications between off-campus programs and the 
campus. 
I. Use off -campus centers to e:~periment with collaborative models for 
academic programs involving two or more institutions. 
WORIING DRAfT PIVB-YBAR GOALS WOR.IING DRAFT 
FACULTY GROWTII AND DEVROPMENT 
GOAL: By 1995 the University wiJJ have a comprehensive program for 
professional growth and development that supports, rewards, and retains a 
faculty and administration who are skilled, diversified, collegial, and 
committed to working with the various university constituencies. 
Professional development is here defined as any and all activities that 
encourage, support, acknowledge, and reward faculty in their teaching, 
research, scholarship, artistic activities, pub.l~c service, and participation in 
eitended university programs. 
Outcomes: 
Feedback and Evaluation 
A. Revise the merit and promotion evaluation procedures to 
consistently measure, recognize, and reward faculty growth and 
development. 
B. Remove the ceilings on professional growth increases. 
C. Introduce a system in which each administrator and faculty 
member will write and periodically update a development plan 
that wilJ be reviewed by the department chair and appropriate 
Dean. 
D. Develop a separate descriptive feedback system to assist faculty 
members in gathering information about their performance. This 
process wiJJ be separate from the evaluation procedure used for 
promotion, tenure, and merit. 
, Instructional Improvement 
A. Identify and assign individuals to provide instructional 
improvement support. 
B. Use instructional support staff to assist faculty in improving tlle 
classroom e1perience. 
C. Develop and implement a system to fund the faculty for curriculum 
development and research on assigned time. 
D. Develop a plan for interdisciplinary collaborative faculty efforts 
Travel 
A. Establish a fund to hire replacement faculty for those accepting 
e1change placements. 
B. Provide funding for each faculty member to participate in at least 
one conference per year (national or regional). 
C. Encourage faculty to participate in international e1change 
positions. 
D. Arrange for visiting international e1change faculty to be on campus 
each year. 
Publlc Service, Research, and Grants 
A. Integrate the faculty development program with CWU's 
goals in research, scholarship, and grants. 
B. Offer at least one faculty workshop each year in the 
following areas (other areas may be identified): grant writing, 
publications, research design, and public service opportunities. 
C. Establish a monthly faculty forum to provide an opportunity 
for sharing research and artistic accomplishments. 
Wortioa Draft Pive-Year Goals 1t'OI't.iq Draft 
TEACHER PREPARATION PROORAMS 
GOAL: By 1995, the University will offer teacher education programs 
recognized as the leading programs in the State of Washington for their 
quality, broad interdepartmental structure, sound pedqosical and research 
bases, responsiveness to changing societal needs and success in preparing 
competent Professional Educators. 
OUtcomes: Note: ALTHOUGH THI GOAL STATEMENT POl 
TBACBBR PRBPARATION PROGRAMS WAS ACCBPTBD BY TBB CAIIP 
PIBLD GROUP. TBB OUTCOMES ST ATIMBNTS \YERB NOT IBVIBlfBD 
AT THI BIDDEN VALLEY RETUAT. Item. .A. under ·Proarams· 
refers to a proposal currently under consideration by a 
university-vide task iorce on Teacher Preparation appointed by 
the Provost. A report on that proposal will be distributed on the 
campus early neJ:t week and members or that task force will meet 
with faculty to discuss it. 
PROGRAMS 
A. Develop a new five-year teacher preparation program that culminates in 
a master's degree that is distinguished and distinctive as compared to other 
Washington programs. 
B. Review eiisting master's degree programs to assess their effectiveness in 
meeting research, pedagogical, and academic needs of teachers in light of the 
model developed for the new five-year program. 
C. Develop an alternative certification program for previously degreed 
persons that culminates in a master's degree. 
D. Increase field e1perience for all teacher education candidates in the 
public schools. 
E. Add a middle-school emphasis program. 
F. Develop a program for training community college teachers. 
G. Offer selected teacher preparation programs at off -campus settings, based 
on demonstrated need and adequate funding (specifically, increase CWU 
share of teacher preparation in the Puget Sound area). 
H. Assess the academic component in all teacher education programs and 
strengthen where necessary. 
I. Continue to use the Teacher Education Council and Professional Education 
Advisory Board as the policy recommending units for teacher preparation 
programs. 
STUDENTS 
A. Recruit teacher education candidates who are representative of the 
economic, racial and cultural diversity of the State of Washington. 
B. Recruit teacher education candidates who have a high level of academic 
achievement and who demonstrate the potential to serve as positive role 
models in the classroom. 
C. Use rigorous screening criteria, instruments, and procedures to insure that 
potential teacher education candidates are competent in written and oral 
communications and in mathematics. 
EXTERNAL RELATIONS 
A. Strengthen and expand the delivery of in-service education and summer 
school offerings for public school personnel.. 
B. Increase interaction and cooperation between CWU teacher educators, 
teachers in the field, public school administrators and professional 
organizations in order to enhance program quality and strengthen the image 
of professional education. 
Working Draft Five-Year Goals Working Draft 
ACADBIIIC EQUIPMBNT 
GOAL: By the year 1995. the University will have planned and 
implemented a program to acquire. maintain and replace equipment to 
support our programs of instruction, artistic accomplishment, application of 
technology. research and public service. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Inventory and project annually our equipment needs in order to purchase 
the equipment used in contemporary practice of our disciplines. 
B. Develop an equipment plan to support academic program goals. 
C. Establish an equipment replacement schedule. 
D. Develop and implement strategies for acquiring state. federal, and private 
funding for academic equipment. 
' ,-
Working Draft Five-Year Goals Working Draft 
THE LIBRARY 
GOAL: The libraries of the university will provide high level instructional 
support by making accessible and available a representative collection of 
resources, services, and programs supported with highly qualified staff. 
OUtcomes: 
A. Increase space allocation for library coUections, user accommodations 
and work space. 
B. Develop alternative means of providing access to the periodical literature 
as costs continue to escalate and relative breadth of holdings shrink. 
C. Continue implementation of an integrated on-line system including 
cataloging, circulation, acquisition. reserve room. non-print materials. 
booking, and management reporting capabilities, with functional interfaces 
providing off -site access. 
D. Develop a system of bibliographic access to the growing university owned 
coJJections of software, databases, CD-ROMs and other materials housed at 
various locations on Campus. 
E. Develop media services that will take full advantage of the possibilities 
provided by new technology coupled with the telecommunication system 
being developed on campus. 
F. Improve off-site electronic access to on-line databases, bibliographic 
information, interlibrary loans and the media instructional delivery system 
including film, video and satellite programming. 
G. Acquire serials and non-print resources supportive of the curriculum and 
make systematic additions to coUections to meet the requirements of special 
accreditation. 
Wortina Draft Pive -Year Goals Wortiq Draft 
RESEARCH. SCHOLARSHIP AND GRANTS 
GOAL:. The University will foster an environment which encourages 
research, scholarly and creative activity. By 1995, financial support from 
outside sources (including donations, grants, and contracts) will be 
increased. 
Outcomes: 
A. Support faculty in their scholarly and creative activities by providing 
information, encouragement, funding for research, seed money, and 
technical assistance in obtaining outside funding. 
B. Identify specific areas of research in which teams of faculty and 
students can combine their efforts on projects of mutual interest. 
C. Encourage interdisciplinary teamwork among faculty and students, 
particularly at the graduate level. 
D. Develop faculty and student research activities that contribute to the 
solutions of international, national and regional problems. 
E. Increase support in grant writing by adding at least one additional 
person dedicated to writing grants in areas consistent with University 
goals. 
P. Develop and implement a better recognition and reward system for 
those faculty who are actively involved in scholarly and creative activities. 
Working Draft Five-Year Goals Working Draft 
ACADEMIC COMPUTING 
GOAL: By 1995. the University wHJ have planned and begun to implement 
comprehensive academic and administrative computing systems to support 
academic program goals. 
OUTCOMES: 
A. Establish and publicize an organizational structure for information 
systems to include authority and responsibilities of various elements within 
the structure. 
B. Provide individual faculty access to university mainframe systems and to 
microcomputer hardware/software, including appropriate communication 
networks/linkages for use in teaching, research, creative activities and 
public service. 
C. Offer at least one workshop each quarter to train faculty in the operation 
of university information systems. 
D. Dedicate a line item in each Dean·s budget for the purchase of 
teaching/research software. 
E. Establish LANS on campus, where appropriate. 
F. Provide portable classroom computer demonstration systems for faculty 
use. 
G. Provide additional laptop computing systems for faculty checkout. 
H. Provide individual faculty access to on-line data and research resources 
(e.g. library catalog and CD- ROM systems). 
.J 
I. Provide microcomputer laboratories in additional general-use classroom 
buildings. 
j. Develop a plan and schedule to address the need for equipment, software 
and facilities. 
K. Establish policies to resolve issues of access/security. 
L. Implement procedures to survey departments, programs and 
administrative units to determine academic computing needs every 2 years. 
M. Provide for the dissemination of appropriate and timely information to 
facilitate the work of departments and programs by university support 
areas . 
